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I CLAIM:

1. In an optical network comprising a plurality of sites, A

method of carrying out performance equalization of / a

plurality of channels, wherein each channel travels through

the network from one of the sites, called an ''add" sit^ for

that channel, to another one of the sites, called a/''drop"

site for that channel, comprising: /
determining a channel-specific figure of mex/t for ^each

channel;
^

determining a sit^e^-speci^Ei^ for each

site that is a drop site for at least one channel; and

adjusting a transmit power of each charinel as a function

of the channel-specific figure of merit for that channel and

as a function of the site-specific fim^re of merit for that

channel's drop site. /

2. A method as claimed in clair/ 1, wherein each channel

from among the set of channels either dropped at or

travelling through any one /site occupies a distinct

wavelength of light, wherein/ determining a site-specific

figure of merit for a particular site that is a drop site for

at least one channel comprises determining a wavelength-

specific figure of merit/ for each channel dropped at the

particular site and ewluating a

wavelength-specific figure of merit.

function of each such

3. A method as clai>tned in claim 2, wherein said function is

1an averaging functi,^n.

/J

4. A method ay%laimed in claim 2, wherein said function is

the arithmetic mean

5. A methocT as claimed in claim 2, further comprising:
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)rdetermining, for each site that is a drop site fo]

least one channel, the maximum and minimum wavelengtji-

specific figures of merit; /

wherein determining a site-specific figure of meri/^ for

each site that is a drop site for at least one channel is

performed only if the difference between the max^lmum and

minimum wavelength-specific figures of merit for at/ least one

site that is a drop site for at least one channe/ is greater

than a threshold.

6. A method as claimed in claim 2, wherein adjusting the

transmit power of a particular channel comorises:

comparing the channel-specific figiire of merit for the

particular channel to the site-specifi/ figure of merit for

the particular channel's drop site; and

if the channel-specific figure of merit for the

particular channel is less than the site-specific figure of

merit for the particular channel/s drop site, increasing the

transmit power of the particular/ channel;

if the channel-specific figure of merit for the

particular channel is greate'r than the site-specific figure

of merit for the particula'r channel's drop site, decreasing

the transmit power of the /particular channel

7. A method as claimed in claim 2, wherein increasing or
/

decreasing the transmit power of a channel is performed at

that channel's add s^t(

8. A method as/ claimed in claim 2, wherein the figure of

merit is the "Q'!
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10. A method as claimed in claim 1, wherein each channel

from among the set of channels either dropped at /or

travelling through any one site occupies a dist/lnct

wavelength of light, wherein determining a site-specific

figure of merit for a particular site that is a drop site for

at least one channel comprises determining a wavelength-

specific figure of merit for each channel dropped at or

travelling through the particular site and ^evaluating a

function of each such wavelength-specific figur^e of merit.

11. A method as claimed in claim 10, whe^/ein said function

is an averaging function

12. A method as claimed in claim 10, /wherein said function

is the arithmetic mean

13. A method as claimed in claim ^/6, further comprising:

determining, for each sitey^that is a drop site for at

least one channel, the maximum and minimum wavelength-

specific figures of merit; ^
wherein determining a site-specific figure of merit for

each site that is a drop ysite for at least one channel is

performed only if the difference between the maximum and

minimum wavelength-speci/f ic figures of merit for at least one

site that is a drop syfce for at least one channel is greater

than a threshold.

14. A method as oflaimed in claim 10, wherein adjusting the

transmit power of/a particular channel comprises:

comparing t/he channel-specific figure of merit for the

particular channel to the site-specific figure of merit for

the particulai/ channel's drop site; and

if the/ channel-specific figure of merit for the

particular /bhannel is less than the site-specific figure of
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merit for the particular channel's drop site, increasing th^

power of the particular channel;

if the channel-specific figure of merit for /the

particular channel is greater than the site-specific figure

of merit for the particular channel's drop site, deceasing

the power of the particular channel

15. A method as claimed in claim 14, wherein i/hcreasing or

decreasing the transmit power of a channel i^ performed at

that channel's add site.

16. A method as claimed in claim 10, wh;^rein the figure of

merit is the optical signal-to-noise rat/o.

17. A method as claimed in claim /L , wherein each channel

from among the set of channelar either dropped at or

travelling through any one sate occupies a distinct

wavelength of light, wherein de4:ermining a channel-specific

figure of merit for a p^articular channel comprises

determining a figure of meri/t for the particular channel at

the particular channel's drop site.

18. A method as claimed.' in claim 17, wherein determining a

site-specific figure of /merit for a particular site that is a

drop site for at leasTt one channel comprises determining a

wavelength-specific fagure of merit for each channel dropped

at the particular s/te and evaluating a function of each such

wavelength-specific figure of merit,

19. A method as^ claimed in claim 18, further comprising:

determining, for each site that is a drop site for at

maximum and minimum wavelength-least one channel, the

specific ficpures of merit;
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wherein determining a site-specific figure of merit f<

each site that is a drop site for at least one channel/is

performed only if the difference between the maximun/ and

minimum wavelength-specific figures of merit for at le^st one

site that is a drop site for at least one channel ys greater

than a threshold.

20. A method as claimed in claim 18, where^ adjusting the

transmit power of a particular channel comp^c^ses:

comparing the channel-specific figure of merit for the

particular channel to the site-specifi/ figure of merit for

the particular channel's drop site; aim

if the channel-specific figure of merit for the

particular channel is less than uhe site-specific figure of

merit for the particular channel/ s drop site, increasing the

transmit power of the particular channel;

if the channel-specific figure of merit for the

particular channel is greasier than the site-specific figure

of merit for the particular channel's drop site, decreasing

the transmit power of tl^e particular channel

21. A method as claamed in claim 18, wherein increasing or

decreasing the trai/smit power of a channel is performed at

that channel's adcr site.

22. A method As claimed in claim 17, wherein determining a

site-specific/figure of merit for a particular site that is a

drop site for at least one channel comprises determining a

wavelength/specific figure of merit for each channel dropped

at or travelling through the particular site and evaluating a

functioi/ of each such wavelength-specific figure of merit.

23. A method as claimed in claim 22, further comprising:
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determining, for each site that is a drop site for a^

least one channel, the maximum and minimum wavelength-

specific figures of merit; /
wherein determining a site-specific figure of me;?lt for

each site that is a drop site for at least one cJ:3fBnnel is

performed only if the difference between the maximum and

minimum wavelength-specific figures of merit for/at least one

site that is a drop site for at least one charmel is greater

than a threshold . /

24. A method as claimed in claim 22, whferein adjusting the

transmit power of a particular channel comprises:

comparing the channel-specific f/gure of merit for the

particular channel to the site-spec/fic figure of merit for

the particular channel's drop siter/and

if the channel-specific /igure of merit for the

particular channel is less thar/ the site-specific figure of

merit for the particular channfel's drop site, increasing the

transmit power of the particular channel;

if the channel-specific figure of merit for the

particular channel is greater than the site-specific figure

of merit for the partioular channel's drop site, decreasing

the transmit power of t/ne particular channel

25- A method as cl/aimed in claim 22, wherein increasing or

decreasing the transmit power of a particular channel is

performed at the /particular channel's add site.

26. A method /of generating power adjustments used to control

the transmit/ power of a plurality of channels, wherein each

channel travels from a corresponding ''add" site to a

corresponding ''drop" site in a WDM optical network, wherein

each cha/nel from among the set of channels either dropped at
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or travelling through a site occupies a distinct wavelengi

of light, the method comprising:

receiving a wavelength-specific figure of merit for y^ach

wavelength at each site;

determining a channel-specific figure of merit ^or each

channel from the wavelength-specific figures of merit for

those wavelength/site combinations corresponding to that

channel;

determining a site-specific figure of m^rit for each

site that is a drop site for at least one o^iannel from the

wavelength-specific figures of merit associated with that

channel's path; and

generating the power adjustment for each channel as a

function of the channel-specific figure of merit for that

channel and as a function of the /site-specific figure of

merit for that channel's drop site.

27. A method as claimed in claim 26, wherein determining a

channel-specific figure of mexit for each channel from the

wavelength-specific figur^es of merit for those

wavelength/site combinations corresponding to that channel

comprises selecting the /wavelength-specific figure of merit

for the one wavelength carrying that channel at that

channel's drop site. /

28- A method as /claimed in claim 26, wherein determining a

site-specific fi'gure of merit for a particular site that is a

drop site fo^r^ at least one channel from the wavelength-

specific figures of merit associated with that channel's path

comprises/ evaluating a function of the wavelength-specific

figures /of merit for each channel dropped at the particular

site

.
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29. A method as claimed in claim 26, wherein determining £

site-specific figure of merit for a particular site that xsr a

drop site for at least one channel from the wavelei^th-

specific figures of merit associated with that channelVs path

5 comprises evaluating a function of the wavelength-specific

figures of merit for each channel dropped at or ytravelling

through the particular site. /

30. A method as claimed in claim 26, further /Comprising

:

10 determining, for each site that is a /drop site for at

least one channel, the maximum and rFU.nimum wavelength-

specific figures of merit; /

wherein determining a site-specif4c figure of merit for

5 each site that is a drop site for /at least one channel is

'1 15 performed only if the difference/ between the maximum and

J minimum wavelength-specific figures of merit for at least one

Q site that is a drop site for at least one channel is greater

^ than a threshold . /

r5 20 31. A method as claimed yi claim 26, further comprising:

U for each channel/ supplying that channel's power

5 adjustment to a variabJ^ optical intensity controller at that

channel's add site.

25

30

32- A method as c^laimed in claim 26, wherein determining the

power adjustment /for each channel comprises setting the power

adjustment foryeach channel to the difference between the

channel-specif4c figure of merit for that channel and the

site-specific/figure of merit for that channel's drop site.

33. A met^iod as claimed in claim 26, wherein determining the

power ad^stment for each channel comprises setting the power

adjustment for each channel to the lesser of a maximum

increjfnent and the difference between the channel-specific
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figure of merit for that channel and the site-specific figur^

34. A method as claimed in claim 26, wherein determining the

5 power adjustment for each channel comprises setting "the power

adjustment for each channel to a quantized approximation to

the difference between the channel-specific figure of merit

for that channel and the site-specific figure /of merit for

that channel's drop site. /

35. A method as claimed in claim 26, wherein determining the

power adjustment for each channel compri/Ses setting the power

adjustment for each channel to a fix^d increment times the

sign of the difference between the channel-specific figure of

15 merit for that channel and the sitfe-specific figure of merit

for that channel's drop site. /

36. An equalizer for generating power adjustments used to

control the transmit powe^ of a plurality of channels,

20 wherein each channel trav/ls from a corresponding "'add" site

to a corresponding ^'dr^p" site in a WDM optical network,

wherein each channel from among the set of channels either

dropped at or travel/ing through a site occupies a distinct

wavelength of light / comprising

:

25 means for r/ceiving a wavelength-specific figure of

merit for each wa^^elength at each site;

means for ySetermining a channel-specific figure of merit

for each cha/nel from the wavelength-specific figures of

merit for those wavelength/site combinations corresponding to

30 that channea

;

mean^ for determining a site-specific figure of merit

for each/ site that is a drop site for at least one channel

from thfe wavelength-specific figures of merit associated with

that Channel's path; and

of merit for that channel's drop site.
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means for generating the power adjustment for eacl^i

channel as a function of the channel-specific figure of me^it

for that channel and as a function of the site-spec^ific

figure of merit for that channel's drop site.

5

37. Computer-readable media tangibly embodying a program of

instructions executable by a computer to perform ar method of

generating power adjustments used to control /he transmit

power of a plurality of channels, wherein /each channel

10 travels from a corresponding ""add" site to ya corresponding

''drop" site in a WDM optical network, whe2?fein each channel

from among the set of channels eithe^ dropped at or

travelling through a site occupies a di/tinct wavelength of

light, the method comprising:

15 receiving a wavelength-specific figure of merit for each

wavelength at each site; /

determining a channel-specifi^ figure of merit for each

channel from the wavelength-specific figures of merit for

those wavelength/site combina;tions corresponding to that

20 channel; /

determining a site-specific figure of merit for each

site that is a drop site /for at least one channel from the

wavelength-specific figures of merit associated with that

channel' s path; and

25 generating the p^^wer adjustment for each channel as a

function of the chamnel-specific figure of merit for that

channel and as a /function of the site-specific figure of

merit for that channel's drop site.

30 38. At least /one computer programmed to execute a process

for generating power adjustments used to control the transmit

power of /a plurality of channels, wherein each channel

travels &rom a corresponding "'add" site to a corresponding

^drop" yite in a WDM optical network, wherein each channel
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from among the set of channels either dropped at

travelling through a site occupies a distinct wavelength/of

light, the process comprising;

receiving a wavelength-specific figure of merit fpr each

wavelength at each site; /

determining a channel-specific figure of meri/t for each

channel from the wavelength-specific figures yi merit for

those wavelength/site combinations corresponding to that

channel

;

determining a site-specific figure 6i merit for each

site that is a drop site for 'at least >one channel from the

wavelength-specific figures of merit/ associated with that

channel's path; and

generating the power adjustmefit for each channel as a

function of the channel-specific/ figure of merit for that

channel and as a function of/the site-specific figure of

merit for that channel's dropysite.

39. A method of generating^ power adjustments used to control

the transmit power of a /plurality of channels, wherein each

channel travels from /a corresponding "add" site to a

corresponding "drop" site in a WDM optical network, wherein

each channel from arnXg the set of channels either dropped at

or travelling through a site occupies a distinct wavelength

of light, the method comprising:

for each s/te which is a drop site for at least one

channel, receiXring a channel-specific figure of merit for

each channel /Sropped at that drop site;

determining, for each site that is a drop site for at

least one /channel, a site-specific figure of merit from the

channel-^ecific figures of merit for all channels dropped at

that drfep site; and

generating each channel's power adjustment as a function

of /he channel-specific figure of merit for that channel and
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as a function of the site-specific figure of merit for the

channel's drop site.

40. An optical system, comprising:

a main optical path comprising a plurality/of sites

for carrying a plurality of channels thereaiong, each

channel travelling from a corresponding ybne of the

sites, known as an "add" site for that /hannel, to a

corresponding other one of the sites, knofwn as a ''drop''

site for that channel, wherein each site^ which is a drop

site for at least one channel has/ a capability to

determine a wavelength-specific figurfe of merit for each

channel either dropped at or passing through that site,

wherein each site which is an add/ site for at least one

channel has a capability to corydrol the transmit power

of each channel for which it is/an add site; and

an equalizer connected f,o each site which is an add

site for at least one chanjnel and to each site which is

a drop site for at least one channel, said equalizer

being adapted to receive/ a wavelength-specific figure of

merit for each wavele/gth at each site; determine a

channel-specific figu/e of merit for each channel from

the wavelength-spec/f ic figures of merit for those

wavelength/site combinations corresponding to that

channel; determin^ a site-specific figure of merit for

each site that i^ a drop site for at least one channel

from the wavelen^gth-specific figures of merit associated

with that channel's path; and generate the power

adjustment fi6r each channel as a function of the

channel-spec/fic figure of merit for that channel and as

a function ybf the site-specific figure of merit for that

channel's /Brop site.
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